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Abstract 
 

Background: 

Although there is recognized that Targeted Temperature Management (TTM) can improve neurological 

outcomes and survival in patients resuscitated from out of hospital cardiac arrest, the cost-effectiveness 

of multiple methods of TTM is still uncertain. 

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of Intravascular Temperature 

Management (IVTM) through Thermogard XP in targeted temperature management compared to surface 

cooling method after cardiac arrest in England.  

Methods: We developed a multi-state Markov model that compared intravascular temperature 

management through Thermogard XP and the surface cooling method through two different devices 

including Blanketrol III and Arctic Sun 5000, over a short-term and lifetime horizon. Model input 

parameters were obtained from the literature and local databases. We assumed hypothetical cohort of 

1,000 patients who need TTM after cardiac arrest per year in England. The outcomes were costs (in 2019 

£) and quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs), discounted at 3.5% annually. Deterministic and probabilistic 

analyses were undertaken to examine the effect of alternative assumptions and uncertainty in model 

parameters on the results.  

Results: In a simulated cohort of 1,000 patients who need TTM, the Thermogard XP resulted in direct 

cost savings of £2,339 and £2,925 (per patient) when compared with Blanketrol III and Arctic Sun 5000 

respectively, and a gain of 0.98 QALYs over the patient lifetime. Total cost saving considering cohort 

of 1,000 patients is £2,339,479 and £ 2,925,109 when using IVTM through Thermogard XP compared 

with Blanketrol III and Arctic Sun 5000 respectively in life-time horizon. Results were robust against 

alternative assumptions, changes in values of input parameters, and alternative time horizons. 

Conclusion: Implementation of intravascular temperature management using Thermogard XP can lead 

to cost-savings and improvement in patients’ quality of life versus surface cooling methods. 

 

Keywords: Cost-effectiveness analysis; Thermogard XP; targeted temperature management; surface 

cooling method; cardiac arrest   
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Introduction 
 

Cardiac arrest leads to loss of consciousness and death unless emergency resuscitation is given and the 

heart can be restarted1. Severe neurological injury has been considered as the main consequence of 

cardiac arrest following successful resuscitation2. Irreversible brain injury is the most common cause of 

death in the post-cardiac arrest phase3. Neurological damage happens not only during the cardiac arrest, 

but also during the reperfusion phase due to the generation of free radicals and other mediators2. 

Out of Hospital Cardiac Arrest (OHCA) affects 30,000 people each year in the United Kingdom (UK)4. 

25% of OHCA population considered as an in-hospital cardiac arrest (IHCA) which hospitalized for 

therapy with a return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC)4 and around 84% of them who remain 

unconscious/comatose need targeted temperature management5. 

 

Multiple methods of targeted temperature management are in clinical use to control and management of 

this patients 6.  Different cooling methods have specific capabilities of extracting heat, which translate 

to different rates of achieving the intended target temperature. Methods of TTM may also differ in their 

ability to maintain a consistent target temperature as well as to control the rewarming phase after the 

Induced hypothermia (IH) protocol7. Mild hypothermia induced by surface cooling systems (SCS), 

intravascular temperature management (IVTM), and a combination of cooling methods have become 

standard therapy following cardiac arrest and it is recommended by the National Institute for Health and 

Care Excellence (NICE)1. 

 

SCS work by circulating cold fluid or cold air through blankets or pads that are wrapped around the 

patient7. However, the IVTM provide precise temperature control during maintenance and rewarming 

phases of temperature management. 2 Thermogard XP® has been used in the IVTM method to control a 

patient's body temperature through central venous heat exchange6. It can be used to induce and maintain 

therapeutic hypothermia in critically ill patients after cardiac arrest8. The IVTM through Thermogard 

XP uses percutaneously placed central venous catheters, which can be placed in the subclavian, internal 

jugular, or femoral veins. Temperature control is achieved by circulating cool or warm saline in a closed 

loop through the catheter’s balloon8. The objective of this study was to estimate the cost and 

effectiveness of IVTM through Thermogard XP versus surface cooling methods as standard care in the 

hypothetical cohort of 1,000 patients who need TTM after cardiac arrest per year in England.  
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Methods 

 

Model Overview 

 

A de novo economic model was developed based on the current pathway for therapeutic hypothermia 

following cardiac arrest. The population was the hypothetical cohort of 1,000 patient (≥18 years) with 

ROSC after cardiac arrest and were admitted to critical care with ICD10 I460 and I469 as a primary or 

secondary diagnosis. The outcomes of interest included: improving neurological outcomes at hospital 

discharge and over a lifetime time horizon, long-term survival rates, reducing adverse events (AEs), total 

costs for each strategy, and incremental cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained. For each 

treatment arm, costs and outcomes were aggregated based on a series of decisions and events. The 

structure of the model was the same for the two treatment strategies. The recommended discount rate in 

the UK of 3.5% per annum for both costs and benefits9 was applied. As per NICE guidelines10, the base-

case model considered all costs and health effects from the perspective of the UK NHS and personal 

social services (PSS). In order to fully capture the costs and benefits of Thermogard XP and the 

comparator(s), a lifetime time horizon was used in the base-case analysis.    

 

Intervention and comparator 

 

The intervention in this study is the IVTM through Thermogard XP used in a hospital setting to control 

a patient's body temperature through central venous heat exchange. This system circulates temperature-

controlled saline within a closed-loop, multi-balloon intravascular catheter. The patient's blood is cooled 

or warmed as it passes over the saline-filled balloons. No fluid is infused into or removed from the 

patient8. Recent European Society of Intensive Care Medicine Guidelines 2021: Post-resuscitation care 

11, recommend TTM for adults after either OHCA or IHCA (with any initial rhythm) who remain 

unresponsive after ROSC. Body temperature is maintained at a constant value between 32 C and 36 C 

for at least 24 hours. 

As comparators, in order to address heterogenicity in device costs, we considered Arctic Sun 5000 and 

Blanketrol III as two different devices based on the surface cooling methods (SCM). SCM has been 

considered as standard care based on the interventional procedure guidelines of therapeutic hypothermia 

following a cardiac arrest that has been developed by NICE1. According to this guideline, as soon as 

possible after the cardiac arrest, mild hypothermia is induced by using surface cooling methods such as 
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heat exchange cooling pads, cooling blankets, ice packs. Core body temperature is maintained at 32–

34°C for 12–24 hours from the start of cooling and is monitored using a bladder temperature probe or 

esophagus. Controlled re-warming is usually done over several hours1.  

 

Model structure 

 

The economic model was developed in MS Excel for the hypothetical cohort of 1,000 patients who need 

therapeutic hypothermia after cardiac arrest per year in England. 

A two-part economic model was developed, consisting of a short-term decision tree and a long-term 

Markov model. The decision tree has a relatively short horizon (2 months), and it estimates costs and 

effectiveness until the hospital discharge, and the Markov model used to follow individual patients with 

good and poor neurological outcomes over the analysis’ time horizon in annual cycles. The Markov 

model comprises of three health states that were used for survivors including good neurological outcome, 

poor neurological outcome, and death. The neurological outcome is defined based on the Cerebral 

Performance Category (CPC) as a validated scoring system for early stratification of neurological 

outcomes after cardiac arrest. In this category, CPC 1 and CPC 2 have been considered as a good 

neurological outcome, and a poor neurological outcome is defined as CPC 3 and CPC 4. Probabilistic 

neurological outcomes for the decision tree were determined at hospital discharge following the cardiac 

arrest event and were presumed to remain constant thereafter. Those who experienced different levels of 

neurological outcome enter the long-term survival Markov model, and they will remain in this health 

state until they die according to long-term mortality in terms of the level of neurological outcome. The 

model structure is illustrated in Figure1. 
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Figure 1: Economic model structure 

*Percentage of good neurological outcome = (1- probability of poor neurological outcome derived from meta-analysis (see table 1); Percentage of 

poor neurological outcome = (1- mortality rate in each arm derived from meta-analysis) * probability of poor neurological outcome derived from 

meta- analysis (see table 1); Percentage of die= (mortality rate in each arm derived from meta-analysis * probability of poor neurological outcome 

derived from meta-analysis (see table 1)  
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Model Inputs 

Clinical efficacy 

 

we conducted a subgroup meta-analysis on the studies which have been included in two recent review 

studies6,12 to estimate the pooled probability of unfavorable neurological outcomes and mortality over 

the hospital admittance duration . We estimated the pooled probability of a neurological outcome in 

intravascular temperature management versus surface cooling methods. Due to lack of evidence we 

assumed the same clinical efficacy for surface cooling method in terms of two different device in this 

group.   To estimate the long-term mortality in terms of the level of neurological outcome, data from 

published Kaplan-Meier estimates for survival according to cerebral performance category score13 were 

digitalized and were used to estimate the parameters for parametric survival curves based on the 

methodology provided by Hoyle et al.14. Parametric survival models were fitted to the overall survival 

data to extrapolate the survival beyond the period of observation during the studies. Transition 

probabilities between the health states for the model were determined from these parametric survival 

functions. All estimated parametric survival functions are presented in Appendix I. All of the input 

parameters are presented in Table 1. 

 

Quality of life  

 

To estimate the total QALYs gained in the Markov model, survival time was adjusted by health-related 

quality of life (HRQoL). The utility values/quality of life inputs include utilities of health states and the 

disutility associated with treatment-related adverse events. HRQoL of the cardiac arrest survival based 

on patient's CPCs has been derived from relevant published literature and previous economic evaluation 

studies in this area15 and are presented in Table 1. According to the literature, we assumed a consistent 

utility following survival after cardiac arrest16.  

 

Adverse events  

 

We derived the risk difference in adverse events in intravascular temperature management groups versus 

surface cooling methods based on the result of a recent random-effect meta-analysis study6. The risk 
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difference in occurrence of adverse events, along with the disutility of each event, are presented in Table 

1.  

 

Costs 

 

The following costs were included: annual capital cost and consumable cost of Thermogard XP and 

surface cooling system, the cost associated with a stay in the intensive care unit (ICU), hospital ward 

and costs associated with the treatment of AEs. All cost input parameters are reported in Table 1. The 

cost of Thermogard XP was extracted from Medtech innovation briefings developed by NICE8 and NHS 

supply chain, and the cost of the surface cooling methods were provided in different Medtech innovation 

briefings developed by NICE17. Health care resource utilization costs in terms of neurological outcome, 

along with length of stay, were derived from a UK single-center cost study that estimated the hospital 

costs of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients treated in intensive care evaluation using the national 

tariff-based system16. The long-term cost of poor and good neurological outcomes was derived from a 

US-based study18.  AE costs were obtained from NHS reference costs19 and these were adjusted by the 

rate of each AE in the two arms. Costs were measured in UK pound sterling (£) for a 2019 price year. 

Analysis 

 

The cumulative estimates of costs and effectiveness were reported for each treatment arm. The 

incremental cost per life-year and incremental cost per QALY was reported. Deterministic sensitivity 

analyses were conducted to investigate the impact of key assumptions and parameter values used in the 

base-case analysis. The results were reported using Tornado diagrams and supporting tables. The model 

allows for probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) using Monte Carlo simulation. This form of analysis 

is used to estimate parameter uncertainty. To conduct the PSA, probabilistic distributions that have been 

assigned to each input in the model were used to randomly select new plausible values. Each new 

sampled value applied in the model and the new results of the model were recorded. This process was 

repeated for a large number of iterations (10,000) to produce a distribution of results from the model. 

The outcomes were reported using cost-effectiveness scatter plots and cost-effectiveness acceptability 

curves (CEACs).    
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Table 1: Input parameters 

Parameter  Value Distribution Source 

Mortality rate (Hospital discharge)        

Mortality rate (Thermogard XP) 0.43 Beta (4271,566.1) Calculated using the pooled estimate 

reported in two recent meta-analysis 6,12 

Mortality rate (Surface cooling) 0.48 Beta (2643.2,2863.5) Calculated using the pooled estimate 

reported in two recent meta-analysis6,12 

Probability of poor neurological 

outcome 

      

Probability of poor neurological 

outcome (Thermogard XP) 

0.60 Beta (76.6,51.0) Calculated using the pooled estimate 

reported in two recent meta-analysis6,12 

Probability of poor neurological 

outcome (Surface cooling) 

0.69 Beta (157.5,70.8) Calculated using the pooled estimate 

reported in two recent meta-analysis6,12 

Long-term survival    

CPC1 25.70 Weibull (0.08,0.76) Phelps et al 13 

CPC2 8.11 Weibull (0.10,0.86) Phelps et al 13 

CPC3 2.74 Weibull (0.19,0.72) Phelps et al 13 

CPC4 0.61 Weibull (0.53,0.59) Phelps et al 13 

Health Utility       

Good neurological outcome 0.79 Beta (8860.2,2355.2) Stiell Ian et al, Hurdus et al and Fryback 

et al20–22 
 

Poor neurological outcome 0.39 Beta (103.2,161.4) Gage BF et al , Raina K et al 23,24 

In hospital  0.74 Beta (8260.1,2842.2) Hurdus et al 21 

AE rates       

Temperature Overshoot (Thermogard 

XP) 

0.15 Beta (4.70,26.65) Bartlett ES et al6 

Shivering (Thermogard XP) 0.25 Beta (73.67,217.05)  Gillies et al25  , Tomte et al26 ,Deye et al 

27 and Glover et al 28 

Serious bleeding (Thermogard XP) 0.12 Beta (1.90,13.95) Bartlett ES et al 6 
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Deep Venous Thrombosis 

(Thermogard XP) 

0.02 Beta (15.06,737.89) Bartlett ES et al 6 

Arrhythmia (Thermogard XP) 0.15 Beta (2.87,16.26) Bartlett ES et al 6 

Pneumonia (Thermogard XP) 0.56 Beta (9.20,7.23) Bartlett ES et al 6 

Temperature Overshoot (Surface 

cooling) 

0.33 Beta (1.94,3.94) Bartlett ES et al 

Shivering (Surface cooling) 0.28 Beta (53.35,151.91)  Gillies et al25  , Tomte et al26 ,Deye et al 

27 and Glover et al 28 

Serious bleeding (Surface cooling) 0.07 Beta (4.86,64.61) Bartlett ES et al 6 

Deep Venous Thrombosis (Surface 

cooling) 

0.05 Beta (22.81,433.38) Bartlett ES et al 6 

Arrhythmia (Surface cooling) 0.19 Beta (6.16,26.28) Bartlett ES et al 6 

Pneumonia (Surface cooling) 0.48 Beta (4.63,4.72) Bartlett ES et al 6 

Costs (Device and consumable)        

Device cost (Thermogard XP) 34,648 Fixed NHS Supply Chain29 

 

Annual cost of Thermogard XP 4,717.87 Fixed Calculated* 

Intravascular catheters (Cool Line)  505.48 Fixed NHS Supply Chain29 

 Icy= $794.95 

Quattro=$822.0 

Start-up kit (model CG-500D) 363.70 Fixed NHS supply chain  

Foley temperature probe 10.0 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB37]8 

Temperature probe interface cable 11.13 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB37]8 

Device cost (Surface cooling-

Blanketrol III) 

9,495.0 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Annual cost of Blanketrol III 1,469.0 Fixed Calculated* 

Reusable connecting hose 79.0 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

patient temperature probe cable 40.0 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Lite patient vest 133.0 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Lite adult 129.0 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 
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Kool Kit  347.0 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Device cost (Surface Cooling-Arctic 

Sun 5000) 

20,600.0 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Annual cost of Arctic Sun 5000 3,187.2 Fixed Calculated* 

Temperature in cable 116.3 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112] 

Temperature out cable 93.09 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Fill tube 37.2 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Fluid delivery line 1,394.4 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Drain tube 32.5 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Foley catheter temperature sensor 349.1 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Arctic gel pad kit 628.3 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Arctic gel pad 545.9 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Primary (Foley) 10.3 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Maintenance 2,800.0 Fixed Medtech innovation briefing [MIB112]17 

Costs (Health care utilization)       

ICU costs per patient per day 1,414.5 Gamma (96,14.7) NHS Reference Costs19 

Hospitalization costs per patient per 

day  

354.0 Gamma (96,3.7) NHS Reference Costs 19 

Long term cost of CPC1 15,040.0 Gamma (96,156.6) Chan PS et al18 

Long term cost of CPC2 23,993.0 Gamma (96,249.8) Chan PS et al 18 

Long term cost of CPC3 33,420.0 Gamma (96,348) Chan PS et al 18 

Long term cost of CPC4 24,587.0 Gamma (96.256) Chan PS et al 18 

Cost (adverse event)       

Temperature Overshoot 194.0 Gamma (100,1.9) NHS Reference Costs19 

Shivering 322.0 Gamma (100,3.2) NHS Reference Costs 19 

Serious bleeding 752.0 Gamma (100,7.5) NHS Reference Costs 19 

Deep Venous Thrombosis 862.0 Gamma (100,8.6) NHS Reference Costs 19 

Arrhythmia 734.0 Gamma (100,7.3) NHS Reference Costs 19 

Pneumonia 1,405.0 Gamma (100,14.1) NHS Reference Costs 19 

Length of stay (LOS)       
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Average LOS in ICU (days)-Good 

neurological 

8.2 Gamma (12.9,0.6) Petrie J et al16 

Average LOS in a hospital ward 

(days)-Good neurological 

20.5 Gamma (13.3,1.5) Petrie J et al 16 

Average LOS in ICU (days)-Poor 

neurological 

21.0 Gamma (67.8,0.3) Petrie J et al 16 

Average LOS in a hospital ward 

(days)-Poor neurological 

65.0 Gamma (19.3,3.4) Petrie J et al16 

Average LOS in ICU (days)-Non-

survivor 

6.2 Gamma (12.3,0.5) Petrie J et al 16 

Average LOS in a hospital ward 

(days)-Non-survivor 

9.0 Gamma (19.4,0.5) Petrie J et al 16 

 

*Annual cost of Thermogard XP calculated as: device cost divided by annualization factor (annualization factor 

estimated by considering lifetime (10 years) and discount rate (5%) for Thermogard XP and lifetime (8 years) for 

surface cooling device).  

 

Results 

Meta-analysis 

 

The result of the subgroup meta-analysis on neurological outcome (Figure 2) indicates that seven 

studies25,30–35 compared the neurological outcome in intravascular temperature management versus the 

surface cooling method in hospital discharge duration. Intravascular temperature management showed a 

lower probability of unfavorable neurological outcomes than surface methods (OR 0.73 [95% CIs 0.61–

0.88]). As shown in Figure 3, twelve studies 25,30–40 compared the mortality in intravascular temperature 

management versus surface cooling method in hospital discharge duration. Intravascular temperature 

management showed a lower probability of mortality than surface methods (OR 0.87 [95% CIs 0.75–

1.02]). 
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Figure 2: Forest plot of poor neurological outcome in hospital discharge duration: intravascular temperature 

management vs. surface methods 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Forest plot of mortality in hospital discharge duration: intravascular temperature management vs. 

surface methods 

 

Cost-effectiveness analysis 

 

The result of base-case cost analysis over a life-time horizon demonstrated that the average device cost 

per patient (annual cost of equipment along with consumable cost) of Thermogard XP was £932.91 per 

patients compared to £503.4 for Blanketrol III and £1075.3 for Arctic Sun 5000. While cost of ICU stay 

in treatment with IVTM through Thermogard XP was £17,108 per patients compared with £17,204 in 

surface cooling methods. Considering the cost of hospital ward and adverse event treatments, the total 

average discounted cost for intervention was £82,846. In comparison, the average discounted cost for 
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Blanketrol III and Arctic Sun 5000 was £85,185 and £85,771 respectively. Treatment with Thermogard 

XP led to an increase of 0.98 in discounted QALYs relative to Blanketrol III and Arctic sun 500 over a 

lifetime time horizon (Table 2). The estimated incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was dominant 

for Thermogard XP versus Arctic Sun 5000 and Blanketrol III over a lifetime horizon, i.e., the 

intervention was less costly and more effective than the comparator(s). 

 

Results of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis, as shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2, are presented in the 

form of a cost-effectiveness plane and CEAC plot respectively for IVTM through Thermogard XP 

compared with surface cooling methods. Visualization of the results in the cost-effectiveness plane 

demonstrated that most of the times the incremental cost-effectiveness rate was located in the cost-

effective and cost-saving quadrants. Assuming a willingness-to-pay threshold for a QALY of £20,000, 

the probability of being cost-saving for IVTM through Thermogard XP would be 69.2 % and 65.3% 

versus the Arctic Sun 5000 and Blanketrol III based on the CEAC plot (Figure 4-1 and 4-2). 

In the deterministic sensitivity analysis, key cost and outcome parameters were subject to hypothetical 

increases or decreases of 25% to determine the key drivers of the model results. Results from the one-

way sensitivity analyses generally supported the base-case findings, and findings from the different 

scenario analyses are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 in terms of change in incremental cost versus 

Blanketrol III and Arctic Sun 5000 respectively. Regarding the result of deterministic sensitivity 

analysis, the probability of neurological outcome had the most significant effect on the base-case results.  

The results of the base-case analysis over the hospital discharge horizon are presented in Appendix II. 

 

Table 2: Result of cost-effectiveness analysis over lifetime time horizon 
 

Thermogard 

XP 

Surface cooling Incremental 

Cost 

Average cost per patient versus Blanketrol III £82,846 £85,185 (£2,339) 

Average cost per patient versus Arctic Sun 5000 £82,846 £85,771 (£2,925) 

Effectiveness 

Total life years lived per patient 9.09 10.22 1.13 

Total QALYs lived per patient 6.38 5.40 0.98 

ICER versus Blanketrol III Dominant 

ICER versus Arctic Sun 5000 Dominant 

Net Monetary Benefit (NMB) versus Blanketrol III £21,929 

Net Monetary Benefit (NMB) versus Arctic Sun 5000 £22,515 
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Probability of being cost-saving at £20,000 WTP versus 

Blanketrol III 

65.3% 

Probability of being cost-saving at £20,000 WTP versus 

Arctic Sun 5000 

69.2% 

  

 

Figure 4-1: cost-effectiveness plane (a) and cost-effectiveness acceptability curve plot (b) for IVTM through 

Thermogard XP versus Blanketrol III 

 

(a)                                                                         (b) 
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Figure 4-2: cost-effectiveness plane (a) and cost-effectiveness acceptability curve plot (b) for IVTM through 

Thermogard XP versus Arctic Sun 5000 

(a)                                                                          (b) 
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Figure 5) Tornado Diagram for change in Incremental cost versus Blanketrol III (a) and Arctic Sun 5000 (a) 
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Discussion 
 

We performed a cost-effectiveness analysis of intravascular temperature management by Thermogard 

XP compared with the surface cooling method by Blanketrol III and Arctic Sun 5000. Results of the 

cost-effectiveness analysis over a lifetime time horizon indicated that this intervention is dominant 

compared with the surface cooling method. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first cost-

effectiveness analysis to evaluate IVTM using a Markov model.  

  

According to the literature, therapeutic hypothermia following cardiac arrest leads to improved 

neurological and survival outcomes. Although different temperature management procedures are cost-

effective to control cardiac arrest survival15,41, identifying the most cost-effective cooling procedure still 

needs to be explored. Since temperature is one of the four main vital signs, achieving the optimal 

temperature management procedure should be considered when treating many critically ill or surgical 

patients. 

 

A previous study determined that therapeutic hypothermia with a cooling blanket among cardiac arrest 

survivors improves clinical outcomes and is a cost-effective intervention versus conventional care in the 

United States15. In this study, patients receiving therapeutic hypothermia gained an average of 0.66 

quality-adjusted life years compared with conventional care, at an incremental cost of $31 254. Another 

study evaluated different methods of temperature management including blanket cooling, peritoneal 

lavage, and veno-venous extracorporeal membrane oxygenation V–V ECMO41. The result of this study 

showed that a cooling blanket is the most cost-effective intervention with an ICER of $58,329/QALY. 

 

Since recent review studies6 determined that IVTM was associated with improved neurological 

outcomes compared to surface cooling methods among survivors resuscitated following cardiac arrest, 

conducting an economic evaluation to assess the costs and outcomes of IVTM method is important to 

help health care policymakers to identify the optimal procedure. Beside improving neurological outcome 

and survival rate, IVTM is associated with reduce the burden of some significant adverse event including 

temperature overshoot, Arrhythmia, deep venous thrombosis and shivering. These complications will 

complicate the treatment process and delay hospital discharge which will impose more costs to the health 
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care system. For instance, shivering is a common side effect in targeted temperature management and 

can lead to cerebral and metabolic stress 28,42 that need to additional usage of sedation, more length of 

stay and increase the burden of health care utilization. Recent finding shows that IVTM is associated 

with reduce rate of shivering as 2.36% compared to surface cooling that should be consider as clinical 

and economic impact of IVTM.  

 

Furthermore, some important clinical outcome of IVTM including the short time to resuscitation and 

rapid rewarming period led to lower temperature variability and slower rewarming rate during the 

maintenance stage.43,44 These effects might be significant particularly in patients who receive sedative 

and analgesics medication in surface cooling method and conclude that, IVTM  in addition to saving 

health care resource utilization, it also has favorable clinical effect.   

 

In this study, we found that the IVTM method is likely to be the most cost-effective strategy among 

current temperature management procedures for treating hypothermia after cardiac arrest. The 

probability of poor neurological outcome has been considered as the main driver in this analysis, based 

on deterministic sensitivity analysis. There is a significant difference between the length of stay in ICU 

and hospital ward in terms of poor and good neurological outcome in the UK health care system. As a 

result, the probability of neurological outcome parameters has a significant effect on costs, clinical 

outcomes, and results of the economic evaluation. 

 

The strength of our study is that we used multiple sources of high-level evidence on the probability of a 

neurological outcome in IVTM and the surface cooling method. Also, the incorporation of uncertainty 

in model inputs and assumptions into the results should provide reassurance that the overall findings are 

not materially affected by uncertain evidence. The limitations of our study should also be acknowledged. 

Due to lack of evidence, we assumed that the status of neurological outcome among survivors of cardiac 

arrest is constant over a lifetime time horizon and also, we combined CPC 1 and CPC 2 as good and 

CPC 3 and CPC 4 as poor neurological outcome status, which did not allow for variation in long-term 

care costs between all different neurological states. To model this assumption, we derived the rate of 

each neurological status including CP1, CP2, CP3, and CP4 13 and we then estimated the weighted 

average hazard ratio by adjusting the rate of CPC1 and CPC 2 for good and CPC3 and CPC 4 for the 

poor neurological outcome. Also, we just assigned the incremental cost of poor neurological outcome 
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among patients in this condition until death to avoid over-estimation of poor outcome costs in the long-

term. Moreover, the main source published Kaplan-Meier estimates for survival according to cerebral 

performance category score and rate of each status was a US-based study13 and we used a most recent 

UK national life table45 to estimate age and sex-adjusted hazard ratio for the final survival parameters in 

our model.   

Conclusion 
 

Our findings show that using the intravascular temperature management is associated with better 

neurological outcome and survival rate in both short term and long-term horizon. In addition, 

intravascular temperature management improves life-year gains and reduces the total cost per patient 

over a lifetime time horizon versus the surface cooling method for managing patients’ temperature after 

cardiac arrest. 
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Appendix  

Appendix I 

Parametric survival function estimation  
 

All data from published Kaplan-Meier curves from Phelps and et al.13 were digitalized and were used to 

estimate the parameters for the parametric survival curves. Parametric survival models were fitted to the 

OS data to extrapolate the survival of patients beyond the period of observation during the studies. 

Specifically, the following survival distributions were considered: exponential, Weibull, logistic, log-

logistic, and log-normal. The goodness-of-fit criteria, including the Akaike information criterion (AIC) 

and the Bayesian information criteria (BIC), were estimated for each parametric function. 

 

Figures A1-A4 below, present the estimated OS curves for each survival distribution in terms of four 

levels of Cerebral Performance Category (CPC). Because the Weibull distribution has lower AIC and 

BIC values, OS was extrapolated using this distribution. All estimated parametric Weibull survival 

functions are presented in Table A1. 

 

Since we have combined CPC1 and CPC 2 as a good neurological outcome and CPC3 and CPC 4 as a 

poor neurological outcome, we used the rate of each neurological status including CP1, CP2, CP3, and 

CP4 from this study and then we incorporated the weighted mean of the hazard ratio for the good 

neurological outcome by adjusting the survival parameter and rate of CPC1 and CPC2 and we applied 

the same approach for the poor neurological outcome by adjusting the survival parameters and the rates 

of  CPC3 and CPC 4 for the poor neurological outcome. Finally, we used the UK national life table to 

estimate the age and sex-adjusted hazard ratio for the good and poor neurological outcome. 
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Figure A1: Estimated OS curves for the CPC 1 using different distributions  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A2: Estimated OS curves for the CPC 2 using different distributions  

 

KM: Kaplan-Meier, Exp: Exponential, Weib: Weibull, Log: Logistic, LogLog: Log-Logistic, LogN: Log-Normal 
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Figure A3: Estimated OS curves for the CPC 3 using different distributions  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A4: Estimated OS curves for the CPC 4 using different distributions  

 

 

KM: Kaplan-Meier, Exp: Exponential, Weib: Weibull, Log: Logistic, LogLog: Log-Logistic, LogN: Log-Normal 
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Table A1: Estimated parametric Weibull survival functions are presented  

 

Survival parameters for CPC1 

 

Weibull Value 

Mean 25.70 

intercept 3.24 

log(scale) 0.26 

lambda 0.08 

gamma 0.76 

Survival parameters for CPC2 

 

Weibull Value 

Mean 8.11 

intercept 2.09 

log(scale) 0.30 

lambda 0.21 

gamma 0.73 

Survival parameters for CPC3 

 

Weibull Value 

Mean 2.74 

intercept 1.01 

log(scale) 0.22 

lambda 0.44 

gamma 0.80 

Survival parameters for CPC4 

 

Weibull Value 

Mean 0.61 

intercept -0.49 

log(scale) 0.56 

lambda 1.32 

gamma 0.56 
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Appendix II 
 

Result of cost-effectiveness analysis over hospital discharge horizon 
 

The results of the base-case analysis with a short-term time horizon for Thermogard XP versus 

comparators showed that the total discounted cost per patient for the intervention was £26,469. In 

comparison, the total discounted cost for Blanketrol III and Arctic sun 500 was £26,039 and 26,625 

respectively. Treatment with Thermogard XP led to an increase of 0.01 in discounted QALYs relative 

to Blanketrol III and Arctic sun 500 (Table A2). The estimated incremental cost-effectiveness ratio 

(ICER) per QALY gained was £48,531 versus Blanketrol III over hospital discharge duration and the 

ICER was dominant for Thermogard XP versus Arctic sun 500 over the hospital discharge duration. The 

results of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis are shown in Figures A5 and A5b in the form of CEAC 

plots of Thermogard XP compared with Blanketrol III and Arctic sun 5000 respectively. If the 

hypothetical willingness-to-pay threshold for a QALY were £20,000, the probability of being cost-

saving for TGXP would be 31 % and 54.6% versus Blanketrol II and Arctic sun 500 respectively. 

 

Table 2: Result of cost-effectiveness analysis over hospital discharge horizon 

 

Thermogard XP  Thermogard XP Surface cooling Incremental 

Cost 

Average costs per patient versus Blanketrol III £26,469 £26,039 £430 

Average costs per patient versus Arctic Sun 5000 £26,469 £26,625 (£156) 

Effectiveness 

Total QALYs lived per patient 0.11 0.10 0.01 

ICER versus Blanketrol III £48,531 

ICER versus Arctic Sun 5000 Dominant 

Probability of being cost-saving (at £20,000 WTP) versus 

Blanketrol III 

31% 

Probability of being cost-saving (at £20,000 WTP) versus Arctic 

Sun 5000 

 

54.6% 
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Figure 5 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve plot of Thermogard XP compared with Blanketrol III (a) and Arctic 

sun 5000 (b) 

(a)                                                                                               (b) 
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